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Fight an unfair ticket in any state!  We've all received one -- a traffic ticket that seems completely

unfair, the result of an officer's evening quota rather than a serious moving violation. But do you

have to pay the penalty and watch your driving record crash and burn?  Not if you choose to fight

back! With Nolo's Beat Your Ticket, you'll get the lowdown on the best strategies for beating traffic

tickets in court. In plain English, you'll learn how to:  - use the law to fight an unwarranted ticket -

analyze the case and decide whether to fight or fold - find out what the police officer plans to say at

your trial - find legal assistance and get the most out of it - prepare witness testimony - attack radar

and other detection methods - pick a jury - present your case - cross-examine the ticketing officer 

Whether you want to contest a common speeding citation, a right-of-way violation, or a non-DUI

alcohol-related offense, Beat Your Ticket clearly lays out your options. This edition is extensively

updated to reflect your state's current traffic laws, including the latest rules, statistics, and court

procedures.  Are you a California resident? Check out Fight Your Ticket & Win in California.
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This is a good book with lots of info. There are some things in here you NEED TO READ to just get

over the hurdle of "television lawyerism" which in all good manor keeps all but the most innocent

from paying for their crimes. And then there are other things within this book even seasoned lawyers

would find to be useful.



I have been reading Fight your Ticket about California laws for years and don't know what I would

do without it. It has helped me win in court and know just what to ask the cop giving the ticket. It

helps research and I recommend these books. Now my grand niece is getting her license and does

not live in CA so I picked this up for her. I hope she reads it, it really helps get a handle on

interactions with the police when you get stopped.

Pretty good book but in the real world it may not help you much. I decided to fight a ticket and the

cop lied on the stand and I wasn't really prepared for that and the jurors were all dumb as a box of

rocks and I could only choose 5 out of 30 to reject in Voir Dire. So the book has good ideas but the

U.S. legal system is so jacked up that if you are a little guy you are going to have to bend over one

way or another. Can't wait for the revolution, this system has to go.

A very good read, thorough and specific where required with good advice where general
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